
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

World Wide network with coverage over 186 countries 
Dedication and Professionalism 
Impeccable standard of packing and moving services 



Preparation of your move 
Every move is important for you. Our 
move managers will always assist you 
with a move plan by taking in to 
account your travel plan to a new 
destination . Your valuable items for 
the move will be listed by taking 
special attention to your each and 
every item according to its nature and 
type and by taking utmost care for 
fragile items as well. 

 
 

We assure delivery of your shipment at destination in time as per the move plan. We 
will propose you the best mode transport for your shipment –sea or air with LCL, FCL, 
Groupage or sharing container options whichever is more suitable and convenient to 
meet your requirements. 

 

Why do I need to choose Nayak professional team ? 
 
 

This is the most important question. Why do I need to choose Nayak Freight when 
there are many other companies? Here is our answers 

 
 Every Move Manager has minimum 10 years experience . We adopt this policy 

to treat every customer items as our own items and provide most customer 
focused relocation packages. 

 
 Our dedicated move team with more than ten years experience in International 

relocations field with exceptional and excellent knowledge in customs 
documentations and clearance across geographical boundaries whether it is 
America, Europe, Australia or Asia will handle your shipment from origin to 
destination. 

 
 We take only limited number of relocation per day not to compromise quality. 

 
 24 x7 support from our Move Managers –Unique in industry 

 
 Relocation process designed by professional move management team 



Superior Origin Service 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Nayak Freight move management team 
assure excellent quality of packing by 
using standardized packing materials 
instead of using sub standard packing 
materials which almost all moving 
companies use to cut down their costs. 
So we will make a difference here! 

 
Hence, we will not compromise in the 
quality standards of packing of your 
shipment. This is a value added service 
being offered by us. 

 
For packing your shipment, we use top 
quality carton boxes, corrugated rolls, 
bubble sheets, corner protectors, PE 
forms, news prints, silica gel, and 
absormatic poles. 

 
 
 
 

We have designed our 
packing methods in such a 
way to  overcome 
any packing risks related 
with shock, vibration or 
pressure, dent. bent , 
weather  conditions, 
security, dirt, dismantling, 
thereby to protect your 
shipment. 



Highly experienced crew team 

Nayak Freight engages only highly 
experienced and leading professional crew 
team to pack your valuable house hold 
items. 

 
To ensure that your items are well protected 
during the entire relocation process chain, 
careful packing with high quality materials, 
professional team to diligently handle from 
exit of your door , loading and stacking 
systematically without any lateral or up 
down movement in the container and 
careful handling along with smooth delivery 
process need to be done. 

 
Nayak Freight Move Managers take 
this as prime responsibility 

 
 

 
 

 Your valuable items are 
well packed 

 
 Your fragile items are 

securely identified and 
marked. 

 
 Transit and arrival dates 

are well planned 



Freight booking 
 

We engage established and reputed shipping and air lines 
for your transit 

 

 We choose premium 
vessel and airline 
operators 

 
 Shortest available 

transit 
 

 Direct available sailing 
 

 Checking good quality 
containers before 
loading 

 
 Suitable sailing date to 

match with packing date 
 

 Nayak freight Move Manages and coordinators exceptional geographical 
knowledge of every location in each and every countries / continents , 
port locations, terminal / port handling process and customs process 
make your relocation easy and smooth . You are engaging us as relocation 
industries leading professionals with personalized care! 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Delivery of goods at your new home 

Every family needs a smooth and pleasant unpacking service at the new home. How 
does it get it done. Many factors plays key roles achieve 

 
 Engage highly reputed or personalized service team 
 Keen follow up with customs clearance and delivery process 
 Extremely knowledge customer officers service 

 
Nayak Freight move management team with decades experience carefully select the 
above key approaches and include only qualified companies with personalized services 
associates in our network in tandem with rigorous quality and KPIs. 

 
Your are assured of best sound delivery process at destination , always update is given 
by Nayak Freight and this alone makes our position in world map. 

 

Comprehensive Transit insurance coverage 
 

Your items are precious and sometimes 
beyond the dollar values. Though careful 
packing, loading and related process can 
make a difference in protecting your 
valuables, unexpected events are 
unavoidable and necessitate 
comprehensive transit insurance 
converges such as turbulence in sailing, 
vessel or container sinking, unexpected 
transfer of cargo from container at transit 
points etc. So we highly recommend to 
take transit insurance for all our items . 

 
 
 
 

Our Transit insurance is 
designed for 

 

 Normal transit insurance coverage 
 Optional Electrical/Mechanical derangement coverage for your electrical 

and mechanical items such as Fridge, washing machines, audio/video 
equipment 

 Optional pairs/sets coverage for items such as dining chairs/sofa sets etc 
 Door to port coverage if required. 



Advanced system in place 

Quality comes in handy when advanced 
system in practice especially in distant 
relocations. 

 
Our cargo Enterprise Resource Planning 
combined with shipping cargo tracking 
take the process simple and efficient. 

 
We will provide a tracking Id to track your 
cargo once shipment is on board within 
72 hours of sailing with following details 
but not limited to 

 
 
 

 Vessel/Voyage 
 ETD in Singapore 
 Sailing tracking 
 ETA at port of destination 
 Tentative customs clearance 
 Full contact details for delivery process 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional Premium 
services 

 

In additions to the above, we offer the following services 
 Pet services 
 Handyman services 
 Maid services 
 Piano handling 
 House searching in Singapore and schooling /Mobility services in 
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Jinu Mathew 

4091 

Swathi Sasikumar 
Manager - Operations 
Tel: 6543 4057 

ops-sin@nayakfreight.com 

PLEASE CONTACT US 
 
 

Joy Naguit 

International Relocation Manager 
HP : 8518 4825 
Email : sales@nayakfreight.com 

 

Swathy Sasikumar 

Customer Service Manager 
Tel: 6543 4057 
Email : sales-sin@nayakfreight.com 

 
 

Unnikrishna Pillai 
International Relocation Manager 

HP: 98357507 
Email : unni@nayakfreight.com 
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